Guidance on Grading and Transcript Notations in the AMCAS Application
The disruption of school terms because of the coronavirus (COVID-19) has compelled many academic
institutions to implement alternative grading polices. The AMCAS Advisory Committee has encouraged
schools to take these changes into consideration when reviewing applications this cycle and screening
for applicants. AMCAS is communicating with schools, pre-health advisors, and applicants to assist with
understanding the potential impact of alternative grading policies on applicants’ cumulative and BCPM
(Biology, Chemistry, Physics, and Math) GPAs.
Using the AMCAS Application Grade Conversion Guide, an applicant can estimate their cumulative and
AMCAS GPAs. Applicants are also encouraged to use the MSAR Advisor Reports and reference schoolspecific grading requirements for the most current information. For more information on how to enter
coursework and grades, please see our AMCAS Applicant Guide.

Grading and the AMCAS GPA
In the AMCAS application, all courses with credit hours and letter grades are calculated into the AMCAS
GPA, regardless of whether the credit is counted towards a degree or has been counted towards a
school-calculated GPA.
Binary non-qualitative grades (e.g., pass/fail, credit/no credit, and satisfactory/unsatisfactory) do not
have value or weight on the AMCAS GPA. These classes are counted in Supplemental Hours in the
application unless a school provides an alpha letter grade conversion. Applicants should review their
school-specific grading policy to understand how alternative grades are reported. Courses graded on a
pass/fail basis are usually indicated by special transcript grades and/or symbols designating pass and fail.

How are grades reflected in the AMCAS GPA?
Scenario 1
Figure 1 shows the sample coursework entry for an applicant who received standard letter grades during
the second semester of their senior year.

Figure 1
The applicant took four courses, three of those courses were classified as Biology (€). These courses are included in the Biology,
Chemistry, Physics, and Math (BCPM) GPA. The applicant received official transcript (£) grades of A for all their courses. Their
total credit hours earned for this semester was 12. Their AMCAS grades (¥) are converted to A for all their courses this semester.
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Figure 2 is the applicant’s grading history generated by AMCAS.

Figure 2
The applicant’s grading history shows a 4.0 BCPM GPA in their senior year (€). The calculated BCPM hours for their senior year is
17 (£). The coursework entry (Figure 1) shows 12 of those hours were received in their senior year second semester. The
applicant’s GPA for all other (AO) courses is 3.40 (¥) where 3 of the 15 awarded credit hours (§) are from the second semester
art course. The applicant received an AMCAS GPA of 3.72 (ß) with 32 credit hours (Ȣ) earned for their senior year. The
cumulative undergraduate AMCAS calculated GPA report is row (ᵮ).

Scenario 2
Figure 3 shows the sample coursework entry for an applicant who received pass/fail grades during the
second semester of their senior year.

Figure 3
The applicant took four courses, three of those courses were classified as Biology (€). These courses are not included in the BCPM
GPA. The applicant received official transcript (£) grades of P for all courses. The total credit hours earned for this semester was
12. Their AMCAS grades (¥) are converted to P for all courses this semester.
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Figure 4 is the applicant’s grading history generated by AMCAS.

Figure 4
The applicant’s grading history shows a 4.0 BCPM GPA (€) in their senior year. The calculated BCPM hours for their senior year
was 8 (£). They received 9 hours from the second semester biology courses, which is counted under Supplemental Hours (ᵶ). The
applicant’s AO GPA for courses was 3.25 (¥). Three of the 12 (§) awarded credit hours are from the second semester art
coursework and counted in the Supplemental Hours (ᵶ). The applicant received an AMCAS GPA of 3.55 (ß) with 20 credit hours
(Ȣ) earned for their senior year. All pass/fail credits are recorded in Supplemental Hours (ᵶ). The applicant earned 12 pass/fail
hours in their second semester. Line (ᵮ) represents the cumulative undergraduate AMCAS GPA.

How do standard grades compare to pass/fail in the AMCAS GPA?
Credit hours for standard grading scales are calculated in both quality points and the GPA.
1. AMCAS Weight x Semester Hours = Quality Points
2. Total Quality Points / Total Semester Hours = GPA

Scenario 1

Standard Grading
Calculation
Pass/Fail Grading
Calculation

BCPM
GPA

BCPM
Hours

AO
GPA

AO
Hours

Total
GPA

Total
Hours

3.68

72.00

3.53

57.00

3.61

129.00

3.64

63.00

3.50

54.00

3.57

117.00

Scenario 2
Supplemental
Hours

12.00

Figure 5

Figure 5 includes the cumulative undergraduate history for both scenarios. In Scenario 1, the applicant’s
performance of all As would have increased their senior year and cumulative GPAs. In Scenario 2,
pass/fail credit hours are counted as Supplemental Hours and not included in the GPA and hour totals.
As a result, the applicant from Scenario 2 has 12 fewer AMCAS-calculated total semester hours
compared to the appliant in Scenario 1. This scenario would result in the applicant’s senior year and
cumulative GPAs remaining the same as they were when the spring semester began.
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